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Introduction
Pitch Monster is a powerful effects processor. It manipulates the musical pitch of your audio
like a conventional pitch shifter. However, Pitch Monster is much more powerful and gives
you access to a vast range of creative effects.
Some of our favourite techniques include:
▪ Re-pitch samples to your target key
●
●
●
●
●

Harmonize lead melodies
Creating fatter synth lines by generating detuned layers
Design otherworldly sounds from basic field recordings
Use grain delay to produce interesting multi-pitch rhythms
Turn a sample into playable chords

Getting Started
To get started, select a stereo track or bus in your DAW which has some audio playing. We
suggest you start with some vocals, since Pitch Monster is especially suited to processing the
human voice.
Next, load Pitch Monster as an insert plug-in on that track. Open the plug-in editor, if it does
not open automatically.
On its default settings, the Pitch Monster will not significantly affect the sound of your
audio. Turn the central pitch dial away from the 0.00 position, and you should hear Pitch
Monster altering the pitch of your sound. At this point, you can begin experimenting with
the other controls, or you might like to check out the factory presets, for a demonstration of
the plug-in’s capabilities.
Presets are loaded via the text bar at the top of the plug-in. The bar displays the current
preset name. It will say “Default” if nothing has been loaded. Click this bar to see a list of the
available presets and select one to load it.
You can also use the two arrow buttons to the right of the preset name to step through the
available presets, one by one.
Alternatively, get stuck in and experiment with the controls. Though Pitch Monster contains
some complex DSP, we’ve designed the interface to be as simple as possible. Hover the
mouse over a control, and a short explanation of its function will appear on the thin strip at
the bottom of the plug-in window.

Demo mode
When first installed, Pitch Monster will run in demo mode for 14 days. When in demo mode,
the word DEMO will be displayed in faint letters over the centre of the plug-in, and it will
emit infrequent bursts of noise.

Plug-in activation (Licensing)
You can purchase a licence at any time by going to the menu (next to the Devious Machines
logo) and clicking Buy Now. Once you’ve purchased a licence for Pitch Monster, open the
‘licence’ window in the plugin and go to ‘LOGIN’. Finally, enter your account details that were
sent to you when you made your order. This will automatically licence the plugin for you.

Problems activating your licence?
If you are having troubles activating your licence by logging in, please try manually entering
the licence that was sent to you via email.
Review the steps how to do this here: https://deviousmachines.com/using-licenses/
If, after that, you are still having troubles - please contact our support:
https://deviousmachines.com/contact/
Delete your licence

Delete your licence by opening the licence window from the menu.
Then select remove licence.
This will remove the licence from the computer and make it available for usage on another
system.

Overview
Pitch Monster’s editor is split into five main areas:

1) Preset and Menu Bar
Here, you can load and save presets, and access the plug-in menu.
2) Pitch Shifter
The large central dial shifts the pitch up or down.
3) Voicing Editor
Provides controls for changing the sound of the pitch shifting engine, controlling the
number of unison voices, and filtering the result.
4) Spread Panel
Parameters that allow creative effects through pitch detuning and time
displacement.
5) Mix/Master Panel
Controls the output volume of the plugin, and the blend between the wet
(processed) and dry (input) signals.

The Preset and Menu Bar
Controls for loading and saving presets are situated within the Preset and Menu Bar. Pitch
Monster comes with a variety of factory presets and you can save your own.

Loading a Preset
The central bar displays the current preset name. Click this bar to display the preset menu.
In this menu, the presets included with the plug-in are shown under Factory Presets. Select
a preset from the menu to load it as the current preset.
You may also use the two arrow buttons on the preset bar to step forwards and backwards
through the available presets.

Saving a Preset
Click the Save preset button contained within the menu icon. A box will be displayed,
prompting you to name your preset. Type a name, and press enter. Your preset will now be
stored and will appear under the User Presets section in the menu.

Organising User Presets
User presets are stored on disk in a special folder. To view and organise these files, click the
preset name to display the menu, then select Manage Presets. This will open the user
preset folder in your computer’s file browser (Explorer on Windows, or Finder on OSX). From
here, you can delete, copy, move or rename presets, and organise them into subfolders.
Presets stored in a subfolder on disk will appear in the menu under a subfolder of the same
names.
Use the Refresh menu option to update the menu after making changes in your file browser.

The Pitch Shifter
The Pitch Shifter is the heart of the plug-in, containing the most important controls. The
large central dial governs the overall pitch of the processed sound. Buttons above and below
the central dial select the type of pitch shifting engine used by the plug-in and how the pitch
is controlled.

1) Pitch Engine
Selects the type of pitch shifting engine which is used to process your sound. The
different engines have dramatically different effects on your audio. See the section
Engine Types below for a detailed description of each engine type.
2) Pitch Wheel
Changes the overall pitch of the processed sound, from -48 to +24 semitones.
3) Snap
When enabled, the pitch selected by the pitch wheel will be snapped (quantised) to
the nearest semitone. If snap is disabled, fractional pitch shifts can be used, to a
resolution of 1 cent (a 100th of a semitone).
4) Pitch Mode Selector
In Normal mode, Pitch Monster functions like a traditional pitch shifter. MIDI and
Chord mode provide alternative options, giving you access to 8-voices of polyphony.
See the section Pitch Modes for more information on how to use these different
modes.

The Voicing Editor
Here you can refine your sound.

Engine Parameter and Engine Settings
When using the Granular engine, the parameter controls Grain Rate. This changes how
quickly the engine slices the input audio into grains. Higher rates can give the signal a noisy
or buzzy character. At lower rates individual grains will be more discernible.
The grain rate settings will interact with the settings in the Spread section in complex ways.
We recommend experimenting with both, until you find a sound that you like!
Jitter causes the grain size to vary randomly. This can sound smoother and more natural, or
to produce a noisier tone at higher grain rates. A more regular or metallic sound can be
achieved with jitter switched off.
When the Formant or Vocoder engines are selected, Format Shift can be varied. This alters
the resonant characteristics of the sound. It can change the apparent gender of a voice, or at
more extreme settings, the species!

The Fix button prevents formants changing as the pitch of the sound is shifted. This can help
produce a more natural result, especially when used in conjunction with MIDI and Chord
modes.
The Wide button, which is available for all engine types, unlinks the left and right channels.
With Wide enabled, the stereo field will sound wider and more diffuse, especially when the
Spread settings are dialled up. When disabled, the stereo image will be narrower, and more
stable.

Unison
Unison stacks extra voices in order to create a thicker and more complex texture. Up to 8
voices of unison are available.
The Spread controls (see The Spread Panel section below) cause the individual unison voices
to be shifted in pitch and time. We suggest experimenting with both controls, to get a feel
for how they interact!
Note – Increasing Unison will cause the CPU load to increase.

Filter
The dual high and low pass filter allows you to change the tone of the processed sound, and
remove unwanted bass and treble.
Click the power icon in the corner to activate or deactivate the filter. The central handle
allows simultaneous adjustment of both filters. The graph displays the frequency response
of the filter.

The Spread Panel
The Spread Panel provides various controls for detuning the pitch of voices, delaying them in
time, or introducing random variations. These controls work in tandem with the Unison
setting (see above) to alter the pitch and time of individual voices with respect to
each-other.

Pitch Spread
In the default mode, Pitch Spread will detune the individual
unison voices by the number of semitones displayed below the
knob. This works in both directions, so at a value of 2.0, the first
voice will be detuned by -2.0 semitones, and the last voice will
be detuned by +2.0 semitones. Other voices will be spaced
between these two intervals.
When the Jitter control is enabled, instead of the voices, the
Pitch Spread knob randomises the pitch of the individual grains
produced by the pitch shifting engine. The type of sound this will produce depends on both
the Pitch Engine selected, and if using the Granular engine, the value of the Grain Rate
parameter. We suggest experimenting with all of these controls, so that you can hear what
we mean!

Time Spread
Just as the Pitch Spread will space individual voices out in pitch,
Time Spread will space them out in time. The effect is rather
like that of a delay, except that any changes to voice pitch or
other parameters will affect the delayed voices
instantaneously.
When the Jitter control is enabled, the time delay of individual
grains is randomised. This can produce some really interesting
effects, so again we encourage experimentation!
Note – Pitch and Time Spread will be unavailable if the Unison setting is set to minimum. This is because these
spread functions require more than one unison voice to be active.

The Mix/Master Panel
Mix control
Controls the relative level of your original audio and the processed pitch-shifted output.
When turned all the way to the right, as shown here, only the
processed audio will be audible.

Master fader
The long vertical slider controls the output volume.
The value of the slider is also printed in decibels below the fader.

Output meters
The two output bar meters display the current peak level of the audio as it
exits the plug-in. Above the meters are two peak hold readings, showing
the maximum level recorded. Click the numbers to reset the readings.

Note – when the output level exceeds 0dBFS, red overload lights will flash at the top of the meters. You do not
need to adjust the level even if the red lamps are on. Pitch Monster does not clip and can handle signals far
louder than 0dbFS. Y
However, signals this hot may produce distortion later in the signal chain (for example when audio is sent to
the sound card) if their level is not subsequently reduced.

Engine Types
Granular
This mode is suitable for any type of input, and can produce a range of results from subtle
shifting and thickening, to complete decimation!
In this mode, the input sample is continuously hopped up into many smaller fragments
known as grains. The resulting grains are played back faster or slower, depending on the
settings of the pitch shifter, and reassembled to produce the output.

Formant
Formant mode allows the pitch of solo human vocals and other monophonic sounds to be
altered, independently of their resonant characteristics (i.e. “formants”).
For example, this allows the apparent gender of a voice to be changed, or for the pitch to be
altered without the usual chipmunk effect.
Extreme settings can create exciting special effects.

Vocode
Vocoder mode creates a robot-like tone, where the pitch of the input is remapped to a
musical pitch of your choosing. By using MIDI or Chord mode, musical chords and patterns
can be played or created. The vocoder uses a similar engine to formant mode, and offers the
same independent control over the formants of the sound.
Tip – both vocoder and formant mode are designed for solo sounds, in particular vocals.
They work best when they are fed clean monophonic sounds: they need to be able to track the pitch of your
audio in order to work properly.
Try to avoid sounds with more than one note or voice sounding at once, or sounds with a lot of effects like
reverb or delay. If you do add effects to your tracks, we recommend doing so after the sound has passed
through Pitch Monster.

Input Mode
The Formant and Vocoder engines need to track the pitch
of the input audio, in order to work properly. Both are
designed to work with solo (monophonic) sounds, in
particular human vocals and solo instruments.
When either engine is selected, an additional Input Mode
control appears on the pitch dial, beneath the central pitch
readout. This control enables you to tailor Pitch Monster’s
tracking to suit different types of signal.

Click the Input control to display a popup list of available modes, and select the mode most
suited to the sound you are trying to process.

Note – Input Mode affects plug-in latency (delay). See About Plug-in Latency.

Tips for using the Formant and Vocoder engines
● The Formant and Vocoder engines work best on clean sounds, where no more than
one note is sounding at any one time.
● Solo vocals work great, as do certain solo instruments
● It doesn’t have to be music! Speech can work just as well.
● Setting the Input Mode to a suitable setting can dramatically improve sound quality.
● Un-pitched sounds like drums, percussion, dissonant or noisy sound effects etc. are
usually best processed using the granular engine.
● Effects like reverb, delay and double tracking can confuse pitch tracking. Try to feed
Pitch Monster clean and dry signals, and apply other effects later in the signal chain.

Pitch Mode Selector
The Pitch Mode selector offers three distinct control modes for Pitch Monster: Normal,
MIDI, and Chord.

Pitch Mode – Normal
In Normal mode, Pitch Monster functions like a traditional effect processor, and displays no
extra controls.
MIDI and Chord mode provide advanced options for polyphonic (multi-voice) pitch shifting,
and are explained below.

Pitch Mode – MIDI
In this mode, Pitch Monster is controlled by MIDI messages sent to the plug-in from an
external source, and up to 8 different voices of different pitches can be played
simultaneously, in a similar manner to a software instrument.
Using this mode, you can:
o Play live, using a MIDI keyboard
o Program complex patterns, melodies and harmonies, using MIDI from the host
software, or an external source.
When MIDI Mode is selected, the MIDI control panel extends from the bottom of the plug-in
editor. This displays a MIDI keyboard, together with some additional settings which are
specific to MIDI mode:

To control Pitch Monster using MIDI, you will need to route MIDI to it from your host
software. How this is done is specific to each software package, so please consult your host
software’s manual for details on how to do this.
Warning – In MIDI Mode no sound will be heard unless a MIDI note is played

How MIDI mode affects the sound you hear will depend on the Pitch Engine setting:
When using the Granular or Formant engine:
o Playing a MIDI note results in a pitch shift which is relative to the root key

o For example, with the root note set to middle C, playing the D above middle C will
result in a pitch shift of +2 semitones.
o The root key is selected using the MIDI control panel:
o The root key is indicated on the keyboard by an “R” symbol.
o Click a key with the right mouse button to select it as the root key
o The root key is also displayed at the top left of the panel, where it can also be
by dragging or double-clicking.
When using the Vocoder engine:
o The vocoder works like a synthesiser, in that pitch is absolute.
o The pitch of the note you hear is the pitch of the note played
o The root key setting disappears when Vocoder is selected, since it is not needed

Mono and Glide
When the Mono button is activated, Pitch Monster is limited to playing one note at a time.
When deactivated, up to 8 notes of different pitches can be played simultaneously.
The Glide control specifies the amount of time Pitch Monster will take to slide (portamento)
to the pitch of a new note after it is played.

Pitch Mode – Chord
Chord Mode enables Pitch Monster to sustain up to 8 different pitches (or notes) at a time.
Unlike MIDI mode, Chord Mode does not require any external MIDI input to the plug-in.
Instead, notes are switched on and off using the Chord Editor, which extends from the
bottom of the plug-in window when Chord Mode is selected.

Creating a Chord
Left-click the keys of the piano keyboard, to switch different notes on and off. If there is
audio passing through Pitch Monster, you will hear pitch-shifted notes, corresponding to the
keys which are activated.
Like MIDI Mode, the pitch of the sounds you hear will depend on which Pitch Engine has
been selected. The Granular and Formant engines will shift the pitch of each voice relative to
the root key (shown as an “R” on the keyboard, which can be moved with a right-click). The
Vocoder engine will produce an absolute pitch, corresponding to the key pressed, and in this
mode the root key will not be displayed.

Chord Memories
Pitch Monster has 8 different chord memories, form which chords can be instantly recalled.
Clicking a chord slot causes it to be selected, and any chord stored within it to be recalled.
The currently selected slot is always lit up bright blue, and clicking notes on the piano
keyboard will cause the chord stored in the selected slot to be changed.
The unselected chord memories will glow dim blue if they contain a chord, and empty slots
(those with no notes switched on) will be grey. Here, the first 4 chord memories are
occupied, and chord 3 is selected for editing:

Chord Presets
Programming chords can be time-consuming, so Pitch Monster comes with hundreds of sets
of pre-programmed chords to get you started.
Loading Chord Presets

Click the Load button towards the right side of the Chord Editor, to display a drop-down list
of available chord presets, sorted by musical key. Selecting an item from this menu will load
the preset, replacing the contents of the chord memories.
Saving Chord Presets

In addition to the factory presets, Pitch Monster allows you to save your own, for later recall.
Clicking Save displays a file browser, where you can specify a file to store the preset. Saved
presets will be displayed in the Load menu, alongside the factory presets.

Copy, Paste and Clear
To make editing easier, Pitch Monster allows the copy and paste of chord memories from
one slot to another, or even between different instances of the plug-in. Right-click a chord
memory slot to display a context menu. From here, you can copy the individual slot, or even
the entire bank of 8. You may also clear the current slot, or the whole bank.
Additionally, the red Clear button will clear the current slot.

Transpose and Invert
The + and – buttons provide useful functions for transposing and inverting your chords.
Left-clicking these buttons will cause the currently-selected chord to be transposed up or
down by 1 semitone. Additionally:
o Shift + click will transpose by one octave, instead of a semitone.

o Ctrl + click will affect all chord memories, not just the selected one
o Alt + click will invert the chord; in other words, move the highest note down by
multiples of one octave, until it is below the lowest note, or vice versa.

MIDI Learn
To speed up chord editing, chords can also be input form MIDI (for example, your MIDI
keyboard). For this to work, MIDI must first be routed from your keyboard to Pitch Monster.
Click the MIDI Learn button to activate learn mode. The current chord will be cleared, and
you can activate notes using MIDI input. Simultaneously, the MIDI learn button will
temporarily be replaced with buttons allowing you to accept or reject the chord you have
entered.

Chord Lock
Pitch Monster always stores the state of the chord memories when you save a plug-in preset
(i.e. a sound preset, saved via the top bar). Similarly, when a preset is recalled, the chord
memories are usually cleared and replaced by the contents of that preset.
If you would like to load or browse another preset, but do not want to replace the chords
you have programmed, enable the Chord Lock button, which looks like a small padlock, to
the right of the Chord Editor.

Automation of chords in your DAW
The selected chord is an automatable parameter. You can create chord sequences by saving
chords to the different memories in Pitch Monster, then automating the selected chord in
your host software.
Please consult your DAW’s documentation for more information about plug-in parameter
automation.

About Plug-in Latency
Because the Formant and Vocoder engines rely on pitch detection of the input signal, these
modes introduce a small amount of delay before the signal is processed. This delay is
necessary, since it is not possible to know the pitch of a signal before it has yet happened!
When using either of these engines, the amount of plug-in latency introduced is related to
the Input Mode setting: settings capable of detecting lower pitches incur a greater delay.
Hover the mouse over the Input Mode setting, and the latency for the current mode will be
displayed on the information strip at the very bottom of the plug-in window.

Latency Compensation
By default, Pitch Monster reports its latency to the host software, so that the host can delay
all other tracks to be in time with Pitch Monster’s processed signal. Pitch Monster also
delays the dry (unprocessed) signal, so that when blended with the processed sound, both
are correctly aligned. This process is called Latency Compensation.
For some musicians, such as live performers, latency
compensation is undesirable, since it can cause all audio to
become delayed. In these situations, latency compensation
can be deactivated, by unticking the option in the plug-in
menu (gear icon).
When Latency Compensation is deactivated, Pitch Monster will report zero latency to the
host, and the unprocessed dry signal which passes through the plug-in will not be delayed.
However, the trade-off is that the pitch-shifted (wet) signal may sound slightly late with
respect to other sounds, when using the Formant or Vocoder engines.

The Licence
Please read this licence carefully before downloading or using the software. By downloading or using the software, you are
agreeing to be bound by the terms of this licence.
"Our", "Us" and "We" refer to Devious Machines and/or Devious Machines's licensor(s), partner(s) and supplier(s).
"Software" means the plug-in, application, and or other software and the related documentation.
The Software is licensed to you by Us. You do not own the Software, but may have a licence to use it from us.
You acknowledge that that no title to the intellectual property in the Software is transferred to you and that full title and
ownership rights to the Software remain Our property.
Evaluation software
If the Software has a "demo-mode" you are permitted to use the software without obtaining a licence key for the duration
of the "demo-mode" only, which is 14 days from the first execution of the software on your system.
At the end of the demo period you must buy the software or delete it from your system.
Permitted Use
Under this licence you are permitted to install the software on a maximum of three computers for personal use, or use in
your business, provided that only one copy of the software is in use at any one time.
You must not share the licence key provided with anyone else.
Upgrades
If we produce Minor upgrades and bug fixes for this Software we may provide them without further charge to licensed
users of the product. These upgrades and bug fixes may be provided under different or further agreements.
Major upgrades to the software are not provided free-of-charge as part of this licence. The difference between a Minor
upgrade and Major upgrade will be determined by Us.
Restrictions
The Software contains copyrighted material, trade secrets, and other proprietary material. In order to protect them, and
except as expressly permitted by applicable law, you may not decompile, reverse engineer or disassemble the Software;
copy, modify, network, or distribute the Software; or rent, lease, loan, the Software, or create derivative works based upon
the Software or related documentation in whole or in part other than as expressly permitted by applicable legislation.
You may not transmit the Software from one computer to another or over a network, except as is necessary to install the
Software onto a host computer for use which is compliant with this licence agreement.
Termination
This Licence is effective until terminated. You may terminate this Licence at any time by destroying the Software and related
documentation. This Licence will terminate immediately without notice from Devious Machines if you fail to comply with
any provision of this Licence. Upon termination you must destroy the Software and related documentation. Upon
termination you shall remain subject to the provisions, restrictions, and exclusions in this Licence Agreement and shall have
no right to any refund of any amounts paid for the Software. No termination shall release you from liability for any breach
of this Licence Agreement.
Disclaimer
We provide the software "as is," and you use the software at your own risk. We make no warranties as to performance,
merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or any other warranties whether expressed or implied. No oral or written
communication from or information provided by Us shall create a warranty. Furthermore, we do not warrant that defects in
the software will be corrected.
Limitation on Damages
Under no circumstances shall We be liable for direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages resulting from
the use, misuse, or inability to use this software, even if We have been advised of the possibility of such damages.

In no event shall Our total liability to you for all damages, losses, and causes of action (whether in contract, tort including
negligence, or otherwise) exceed the amount paid by you for the Software.
Controlling Law and Severability
This Licence shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of England. If for any reason a court of
competent jurisdiction finds any provision of this Licence, or portion thereof, to be unenforceable, that provision of the
Licence shall be enforced to the maximum extent permissible so as to effect the intent of the parties, and the remainder of
this Licence shall continue in full force and effect.
Acknowledgement
You acknowledge that you have read this Licence Agreement and understand it, and agree to be bound by the terms and
conditions. You also agree that the Licence Agreement is the complete and exclusive statement of agreement between the
parties and supersedes all proposals or prior agreements, oral or written, and any other communications between the
parties relating to the subject matter of the Licence Agreement. No amendment to or modification of this Licence will be
binding unless in writing and signed by a duly authorised representative of Devious Machines.

